Plastic Bottle Top Collection
Bring in your clean caps, bottle tops, and lids.
We are going to glue them together to create a piece of
art for a national competition. If we win, we will be able
to win new equipment for our playground. There will be
boxes by the entry doors. We need as many as we can by
the 17th of May.

Bottle Brick Creation
We are challenging every child to bring
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in one bottle brick. These are made by
taking an individual single use drink
bottle and stuffing it with non-recyclable
plastics such sweet wrappers or the
plastic used in fresh veg packs. As long
as it is clean- stuff it into a bottle. Use a
long handle spoon to really jam it in- so
it is solid.
These bricks will go towards making
some raised beds as well as keeping a lot
of plastic out of the landfill. We will be
showing how to make a bottle on dojo.

ECO-CHALLENGES
Summer Term Part 1
Battery Collection
We have registered to take part in a
national battery recycling campaign. We’re asking
children to bring in dead batteries- so we can send
them off to be recycled. The class that brings in the
most batteries- will win a special treat.

Stick Person Challenge
Can you create a stick character, who
can become our official Eco-club
mascot? Remember to only use
recycled or natural materials. Give your
character a name and tell us about their
creation; such as “Where did you get
the stick from?”. Bring in your figure on
May 20th, and make sure you have your
name and class attached.
A prize will be given to the winner.

How about a drink?
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The weather has been rather dry, and our wild friends would appreciate a drink. A shallow dish, plant saucer, or even an
old roasting tray can be made into a welcome source of water for wildlife. Pop a couple of rocks into larger containers
for birds to perch on. Dishes with shorter sides can be readily accessed by hedgehogs. Take a picture of your drinking
station and send it in.

